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A “Beaker’s” Trip to Antarctica: Living on the Ice,
Collecting Meteorites by Melissa Lane

C. Holmberg

All photos courtesy of Melissa Lane.
All photos courtesy of Melissa Lane

Not snowmobile tracks, these are eroded snow drifts, or
“sastrugi,” that are all over Antarctica. Fresh, smooth
and rounded snow becomes stripped away by the constant, strong polar winds. Early explorers all mention
great difficulty crossing sastrugi on foot with their sleds.

PSI Senior Scientist Melissa Lane at the South Pole en route to her field site.

You’ve probably heard the quote often wrongly attributed to Mark
Twain, “The coldest winter I ever spent was a summer in San Francisco.” No matter whose it is, I will modify it to say, “The coldest winter I ever spent was a summer in Antarctica.” Last December and January, while it was winter in the Northern Hemisphere, I was summering
in Antarctica’s sub-freezing temperatures with 24-hour sunlight. The
purpose of my trip was to search for rocks from space for the National
Science Foundation and NASA, as part of a project called ANSMET
(ANtarctic Search for METeorites). Two teams, a total of 12 people,
spent eight weeks in Antarctica, five of those weeks camping on the ice.
After a five-hour flight from New Zealand on a C-17 military aircraft,
we arrived at the U.S. McMurdo Station, on the coast of the great snowy
continent, to begin our Antarctic adventure. Following a week of safety
training and preparing cargo in “MacTown,” the two teams parted and
progressed to their separate field sites on the ice. The Systematic Team
of eight people collected every meteorite in a “systematic” sweep — on
foot — through their field site in the Trans-Antarctic Mountains.
My team, the Reconnaissance Team, consisted of only four members:
John Schutt, a mountaineer from Washington state, Stephen Ballou a
geologist from Beloit College, WI, Serena Aunon, a physician/astronaut
from Johnson Space Center, TX, and me, a planetary geologist from
PSI! Our team left McMurdo in early December on an LC-130 and flew

The team’s camp on a vast, windy ice field in Antarctica.
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tricky to avoid spills that turned back into ice on our tent floor.
Otherwise, bathing consisted of using baby wipes! When we were
three more hours (~700 miles) to the South Pole. Once we had awake in the tent, the stove was on; for safety reasons it was
passed the Trans-Antarctic Mountains, there was nothing below us turned off when we left or went to sleep. Fortunately, our sleeping bags and hot water bottles kept us very warm at night.
but a flat plain of ice and snow.

Antarctica: Living on the Ice (continued from front page)

The South Pole — still not at
our field site — is at 9300’
elevation and was typically
about -20°F; however, for a
few days the winds intensified and socked us with bitter
-50°F temperatures. To further prove we were at the
southernmost place on Earth,
the weather vane atop the
Melissa Lane arrived at the South Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Pole in this LC-130 Hercules mili- Station has four points on it
like a traditional vane, but
tary transport ski-plane.
they all point north! It was at
the South Pole that I was first called a “beaker” by one of the
chefs (was this an insult?), then was politely told it was Antarctic
slang for scientist. Apparently, there is not a
slang term for chef…
yet.

Each morning we either bundled up to head out in search of meteorites or were told it was a tent day. Tent days were called due to
weather
conditions, such as
blowing snow that
obscures meteorites and crevasses,
or cloud cover
that creates “flat
light,” where the
surface and sky
blend
together,
reducing visibility
making navigating
undulating While riding their snowmobiles across it every
snowdrifts hazard- day, the team grew to appreciate the stark beauty
ous.
of the Antarctic ice sheet.
Because our mission was to cover a lot of ground and assess
whether a site had enough meteorites to warrant a future field season by the Systematic Team, our Recon Team searched for meteorites while riding snowmobiles (not on foot like the Systematic
Team). We made broad sweeps across the ice fields, driving our
snowmobiles abreast of each other, 100 to 1000 feet apart, depending on our search strategy. Each workday (typically 9 a.m. to
6 p.m.) we would drive 15 to 50 miles across the ice, swiveling
our heads left and right to catch a glimpse of a dark meteorite on
the bluish-white ice surface. On the La Paz ice sheets, finding
meteorites was very simple: there were no “nunataks” (mountain
tops poking out of the snow and ice surface) and almost any dark
speck was guaranteed to be a meteorite.

We waited a week at the
pole’s “Summer Camp,”
which consists of a
dozen
Jamesways
(portable Quonset huts),
for good weather and
our turn on the DeHavilland Twin Otter, to be A DeHavilland Twin Otter, on skis, flew
flown to our field site. cargo and crew to the field sites. The box
Then it took two days to holds the treasure trove of meteorites.
load the plane — with all
When one was spotted, the finder would wave the whole team
our help — and four roundtrips to transport us, all our gear, and
over to help with its collection. The meteorite was given a spethe four snowmobiles (one for each team member) to the site.
cific number, photographed in place, measured for size, and the
For the first three weeks, we pitched our tents on the La Paz ice amount of fusion crust
Courtesy Utah Geological Survey
field, 270 miles from the South Pole (towards South America). was estimated. Fusion
The lower elevation here, ~6500’, meant the temperatures hovered crust is the blackened
around 0°F — cold enough to keep our ice cream solid (yes, we outer surface of the
brought ice cream into the field for a treat and, surprisingly, we all meteorite that develops
looked forward to ice cream as it hurtles through the
atmosphere,
nights!). Our camp was lit- Earth’s
erally hundreds of miles becoming charred and
from any other life, but we melted. The meteorite
soon got comfortable living was then picked up
in a 7’ x 7’ tent, with no using sterile tongs and
floor except for a tarp, and placed in a sterile samnothing but two thin foam ple bag along with its Tentmate Serena Aunon holding one of the
pads and a Thermarest® metal number tag, largest meteorites found during their
while the GPS coordi- search expedition— about 20 lbs.
under each sleeping bag.
nates were recorded.
Between the two sleeping
In her small tent on the polar ice
bags, each tent had a two- We spent the holidays on the La Paz ice field and celebrated
field, staying warm was not a problem
for Melissa; however, the ferocious, burner propane camp stove Christmas with a festive meal of shrimp, cranberry sauce and
howling winds could disturb her that was used for melting Stove Top stuffing that we shared in one tent (normally we ate
peace of mind throughout the night . ice, (retrieved daily with an separately). We also exchanged simple gifts we had brought from
ice pick and bucket) heating home. While our small holiday was lovely, we did miss our famiwater, cooking, and warmth. And for the two times we washed lies; however, the weekly satellite phone calls (expensive) and
our hair; quite time-consuming to chip, melt, and heat the ice, and texting (free) helped a lot.
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PSI’s Website “Special Topic”: Discovery of
Giant, Multi-Impact Basins on the Moon
by William K. Hartmann

Encouraged by a recent donation to PSI from the Barringer Crater
Company, with design by Friend of PSI Kelly Rehm and encouragement from PSI’s Chuck Wood, we’ve posted a web site about
the original discovery of the now-famous Orientale impact basin in
1962 (see images at right), and the early recognition that the bullseye-like, multi-ring structures and radial patterns were common to
all of the largest impact features. The Orientale basin lies on the
extreme east edge of the moon (as seen from Earth) and was recognized only when photos were projected onto a globe and then
viewed from “overhead.” The concentric ring structure was spectacularly confirmed later by Lunar Orbiter photos.
The site brings together four now hard-to-find early research papers. The first is the 1962 paper by Gerard P. Kuiper and myself
on the discovery of Orientale and other impact basins; the second
and third are my 1963-4 dissertation-related papers on the radial
structures around these basins. The fourth is a 1971 paper by
Chuck Wood and myself, in which we made crater counts on 31
basins and emphasized that the impact structures are much older
(i.e. show higher crater densities) than the lava fill on their floors.
The papers were all written in pre-PSI days when Chuck and I
were students and later staffers in Kuiper’s Lunar and Planetary
Laboratory, University of Arizona. These papers are still relevant
to the continuing work at PSI and elsewhere on whether all impact
basins formed during a brief cratering cataclysm from 3.85 to 4.0
Gy ago (Gy=galactic years, each approximately 250 million years),
as some researchers advocate, or formed over a much wider range
of time, 3.85 to 4.5 Gy ago.

Image: “Rectified Lunar Atlas,” Univ. of Ariz.)

In addition to classroom materials, the “Education” section of the
PSI website under “Special Topics” offers explanations of various
planetary science subjects. They range from popular-level presentations of topics such as the K-T boundary and Tunguska impacts,
to iridescent clouds and the origin of the moon. A grant in 2000
from the Southwest Foundation for Education and Historical Preservation even allowed us to post the leading website about the expedition by Spanish conquistador Francisco Vasquez de Coronado
in 1540, the first European exploration northward from Mexico
into what is now the U.S. southwest — PSI’s headquarters region.

This 1961-62 photo was one that led to
discovery of the Orientale multi-ring impact basin. The concentric cliffs were revealed by projecting telescopic lunar photos onto a globe, a project by G.P. Kuiper,
University of Arizona, before any spacecraft photos were available.

This 1967 photo shows the structure from
NASA’s Orbiter IV spacecraft. The left side
of this photo is on the far side of the moon.

PSI’s Chuck Wood
Publishes Striking New
Atlas of the Moon

Plates 17-18, page 75

A page from The Kaguya Lunar Atlas that has spectacular, dramatic photos of the Moon, and insets (upper right) indicating in
which region of the Moon the image was taken. This page shows
Theophilus, a 110-km-wide complex impact crater that is large and
not yet eroded, good for finding clues to its formation.

Senior Scientist Chuck Wood coauthored, with Motomara Shirao,
and working with the Japanese
Space Exploration Agency
(JAXA), a new book of very detailed photographs of the Moon.
JAXA’s Kaguya spacecraft carried
a high-definition television camera
into orbit and took pictures from
two unique angles: in the direction
it was headed and where it had
been, akin to looking out the window, as opposed to looking straight
down as is the norm.

Charles A. “Chuck” Wood
with his new book of highresolution photographs of the
Moon for which he wrote the
accompanying text.
(Book available on amazon.com.
Thanks to Robert Moore, Wheeling
Jesuit University, for this picture.)
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Abraham Hudak, Kyven Zickerman and Brielle
Hadley, l-r, examine samples of meteorites during a
visit by PSI scientists at Tucson Waldorf School.

PSI Offers Students, Teachers
Meteorite Hunting by Alan Fischer

Omani Patchell, a seventh grader at PSI Senior Scientist Steve Kortenkamp is interTucson Waldorf School, examines a viewed by reporter Rikki Mitchell for a story
sample of a stony-iron meteorite.
that appeared Jan. 15 in the Arizona Daily Star
on a PSI meteorite program that visited six
Insights on
area schools.

In January, students and teachers attending meteorite presentations by PSI researchers received a special treat: the opportunity
to speak with PSI Senior Scientist Melissa Lane while she was in
Antarctica where she was collecting meteorites.

Prior to the calls from across the world, the students saw a slide
presentation about meteorites, Antarctica and meteorite hunting
expeditions there. They were able to examine and handle meteorite samples provided by PSI.

Lane and meteorite hunter tent mate Serena Aunon, a NASA astronaut and doctor, spoke to the classes via satellite phone and
answered a broad spectrum of questions about their adventures.

PSI scientists and education specialists David Crown, Steve
Kortenkamp, Thea Cañizo and Larry Lebofsky visited six Tucsonarea schools: Presidio School, Twin Peaks Elementary School,
Tucson Waldorf School, Santa Clara Elementary School, Nash
Elementary School and St. Gregory College Preparatory School.

They explained that Antarctica’s vast expanse of white terrain
makes it a popular place for hunting meteorites that have fallen to
Earth. Frigid conditions were challenging, they said, and they
had to melt ice to produce any water they needed. Snowmobiles
were the preferred mode of transport. The students giggled when
Lane explained “snotsicles,” the frozen material that formed on
the faces of the meteorite hunters, resulting from a runny nose in
super cold temperatures.

Director’s Note: Time to Stand Up for
Planetary Research Programs
We are more than halfway through our federal fiscal year and we
still do not have a budget. With threats of across-the-board cuts
by the new Congress, NASA has reacted by holding back 10% or
more of the planetary research budget, resulting in steep declines
in selection rates for this year's planetary research programs (and
some programs already had low selection rates). In some cases
we are looking at selection rates in the 10% range. For the NearEarth Object Observations program, the selection rate was zero.
For years, reports from the National Academy of Sciences have
pointed out the critical role these research programs play in creating the knowledge base that allows NASA to explore new frontiers in the solar system, design cost effective missions required
to address the strategic goals of the agency, and support the scientific analysis of data returned from these missions. Press conferences are great, but it is this analysis that gives the taxpayers the
return on their investment in these missions.
When times are tough and agency budgets are flat or cut, leaving
little or no funds for large new projects, it is more important than
ever to preserve our research programs. This is the seed corn that
preserves our capability to undertake large new missions when
times improve. These programs are the principal means by which
we support students and post-doctoral researchers. They train and
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“It was a special opportunity for them,” said Michael Wright, who
teaches grades 6 and 7 at Tucson Waldorf School. “It was nice to
have them tell the students, ‘Follow your passion, follow your
interests.’ There are opportunities in the science field to see what
is possible for them. That is important.”
maintain the experienced technical workforce we need if the
United States wishes to maintain preeminence in solar system
exploration. When these programs are disrupted, we lose people.
When money returns, these people are gone, and it takes another
decade to re-grow a scientist.
This is recognized in the recently released planetary decadal survey by the National Research Council. It recommends increasing
planetary research funding over current levels and slowly growing it with time.
We need to fight for these programs. By comparison with missions, they are small and cheap, but they are the foundation on
which our solar system exploration program is built. Ideally, they
should be funded at the President's requested level this fiscal year.
At a minimum, they should not be cut
below their 2010 funding level. Help preserve our future by contacting your Congressional representative and Senators,
today.
Thank you.
Mark V. Sykes
March 2011
To find your Congress person, their contact information, and
read tips on letters, phone calls and visits, I highly recommend
going to: http://aas.org/policy/contact.php .
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PSI Hosts Geomorphology “Image of the Month”
by William K. Hartmann

PSI Senior Scientist Mary Bourke coordinates an interesting group that hosts monthly illustrated postings on landforms throughout the solar system, each with a “featured
image” or group of images. The International Association
of Geomorphologists promotes studies of the evolution of
various geological landscape features. In 2007, Mary and
selected representatives from 11 different countries set up
a Working Group in Planetary Geomorphology.
The
group organizes meetings, conferences, fieldtrips, and also
maintains the monthly web page as a forum to discuss
interesting, sometimes curious, formations found on images from other planetary bodies.
Many of the monthly postings offer comparisons between
features found on other worlds and related features found
on Earth. An example from the December, 2010, posting
compared rocky desert plains on Mars with the African
Namib desert, based on field studies by working group
member, Heather Viles, of Oxford University. One of the Photo a) shows a characteristic Martian rocky plain, while Photo b) shows a
similar surface in the Namib Desert, in Namibia, Africa. (Images: NASA and
comparisons from this posting is shown here.
Heather Viles, posted on the Geomorphology Image of the Month website.)
Most of the images posted since 2007 have related to
landforms seen on Mars, either from orbit or from rovers on the
ground. Other featured planetary “host bodies” include Venus,
asteroids, and Mars’s satellite, Phobos. Check out the site for a
quick and interesting look at the solar system’s geologic wonders

Antarctica: Living on the Ice (continued)
Our second field site, after another big move, was the Patuxent
Range, ~400 miles from the South Pole. Here we would spend
our final two
weeks on the
ice, the highlight of which
was snowmobiling down a
glacier! This
area was visually more interesting than the
La Paz site, as
it had a range
of
nunataks
Snowmobiling at the Patuxent Range field site.
and areas of
glacial debris. Unfortunately for meteorite hunting, that meant
there were many more rocks all over the ice, making it MUCH
more difficult to find them. To discriminate the extra-terrestrial
from terrestrial rocks we applied the “Sesame Street principle”;
that is, identify the rock that doesn’t look like the other rocks.

each month. The site can be found by accessing http://
www.psi.edu/pgwg/images and clicking on Image of the Month.
Thanks, Mary, for community service in connection with this site,
and for editorial help with this note.
ship
from
McMurdo Station to Los Angeles, then by
refrigerated
truck to Johnson Space Center,
Houston,
for drying and
curation.
In mid-January,
we left our
A textbook case of “frost nip”: It was so cold durwindy, snowy ing this South Pole photo shoot that Melissa’s nose
camp to return turned white, but the team’s quick action warmed
to
McMurdo her face! She learned to always wear her balaclava
Station, via the on bitterly cold days. (She is second from left.)
South Pole, and
rejoin the Systematic Team, to clean and stow our gear. While we
were deployed deep into the continent, an ice-breaker was methodically breaking up the
sea ice in McMurdo Sound
to allow the safe entry of
supply ships and, in doing
so, allowed the Adelie penguins to come in farther,
too. I consider my trip to
Antarctica a huge success
because I saw meteorites
and penguins and gained a
new fondness for both!
An Adelie penguin at McMurdo Station.

The meteorites generally were rounder (not squared off), blacker,
and sometimes shinier than the rocks from the Patuxent Range,
and were typically the size of marbles; however, we did find a
few 20-pounders. Most of the 302 meteorites found by our Recon
Team were “ordinary chondrites,” which are stony meteorites
with asteroidal compositions that likely originated during the formation of the solar system — 4.5 billion years ago! We had
hoped to find meteorites that appeared to be from the Moon or
Mars, but we didn’t. The meteorites we found, along with the Note: Although the team found hundreds of meteorites, it was not quite
900 collected by the Systematic Team, were kept frozen — very enough to warrant a full-scale search of their field sites in the future by
important to prevent degradation of the minerals — and taken by the Systematic Team.
PSI NEWSLETTER
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Dinner and comet-making activity
enjoyed at PSI's Evening of Celebration
On February 24th, one hundred and twenty-two guests convened at
Tucson's Lodge on the Desert to celebrate and support the work of the
Planetary Science Institute. Guests arrived to
discover that they were
expected to perform a
little science before dinner!
The participants
were provided with insulated gloves and asked to

Guests, sponsors, PSI Trustees
and staff enjoyed dinner and
conversation.

PSI's education specialist Sanlyn Buxner
shows guest Inge Detweiler how to mix
dry ice, charcoal, water, ammonia and
organic material to form a frozen mass
just like a comet orbiting the sun.
All photos in this Update taken by Alan Fischer.

2
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Continued from page I:
mix dry ice, ammonia, carbon (charcoal), organic materials and water
in a plastic bag - the ingredients that make up real comets. Then they
formed the result into a compact object about the size of a softball.
Some of the model comets emerged from the process intact, and others
broke into smaller chunks of frozen material, just as some real comets
do during their journeys through the solar system. The end result for the
proud participant was a model comet nucleus spewing jets of carbondioxide gas which exemplified the kind of behavior observed by the
EPOXI spacecraft as it flew by comet Hartley 2 last November.
During dinner guests were treated to a hilarious and informative discussion by CEO and Director Dr. Mark Sykes on his opinion of how a cabal of astronomers got it wrong on Pluto! This was followed by a brief
question-and-answer session given by PSI Senior Scientists Dr. Bill
Hartmann and Dr. Don Davis.
Thanks to all who attended and
participated in the fun.

PSI's CEO and Director, Dr. Mark
Sykes, chats with guests from Cox
Communications, the event sponsor.

PSI volunteers Nancy Lebofsky
and Rob Bovill (both at right)
show guests how to make
comets.
Copyright © 2011 by Planetary Science Institute
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Annual membership is only $40.
To join go to www.psi.edu and click on "Support PSI" or send a
check with this form. Membership is fully tax deductible.
YES! I will join Friends of PSI. I want to see new worlds revealed,
learn about the origins of Earth and other planets, and engage in exploration of the moon, Mars, and beyond!
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
E-mail
Please mail to: Planetary Science Institute / Friends
1700 E. Fort Lowell, Suite 106, Tucson, AZ 85719-2395

Friends alPSIBenefits
•

PSI's quarterly newsletter filled with information on the latest
discoveries, new research, and happenings at PSI

•

Invitations to private events with PSI's Director, Trustees,
and scientists

•

Advance notice of the latest podcasts with PSI scientists

•

Advance notice of press releases

•

Priority reservations for PSI events and education programs

•

Discounts on books in the PSI Bookshop
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The Planetary Science Institute wishes to thank the following donors for their generosity in supporting planetary
exploration as well as our educational programs here on Earth.
January 1,2011 to February 28, 2011:

$500-$999
Anonymous
Dr. Keith Hege and Mrs. Elizabeth M. Hege
Dr. Tim Hunter and Mrs. Carol Hunter
Mr. Benj amin Smith

$101-$499
Mr. Joe Alexander and Mrs. Diana Alexander
Mr. Paul Ampreister
Ms. Greer Barkley
Mr. Robert Bovill and Dr. Sanlyn Buxner
Drs. Georgiana and John Boyer
Mr. Don Burgess and Mrs. Darlene Burgess
Mr. W. Mark Clark
Drs. Donald Davis and Diana Wheeler
Ms. Kathi Gardner
Lt. Col. Robert Gent and Judge Terrie Gent
Dr. Michael Gibbs
Mrs. Sara Hammond and Mr. David Fales
Dr. William K. Hartmann and Mrs. Gayle G. Hartmann
Keegan, Linscott and Kenon, P.C.
Dr. Candace Kohl
Dr. Mark Sykes and Ms. Marilyn Guengerich
Dr. Faith Vilas
Dr. Ewen Whitaker and Mrs. Beryl Whitaker

$1-$100
Mr. Alfred Anzaldua
Dr. Brent Archinal and Mrs. JoAnne Archinal
Dr. Michael Belton and Mrs. Anna Belton
Ms. Betsy Bolding
Mr. Paul Capp
Dr. David Crown and Mrs. Amy Crown
Mr. Avery Davis and Ms. Debbi Golden-Davis
Mr. Guy Ferstl
Ms. Anne Hoff
Mr. Stephen Hopkins
Dr. William Hubbard and Mrs. Jean Hubbard
Dr. Tim Jull
Ms. Shirley Laughlin
Dr. John L. Mason
Mr. Vern Massey
Mr. Scott Meyer C.P.A., P.C.
Dr. Beatrice Mueller and Dr. Tod Lauer
Mr. B.E. Nelson and Mrs. Barbara Nelson
Ms. Donna Rivera-Gulko
Ms. Oriana Scheer
Ms. Kimberly Sooter
Mr. Randy Sooter
Dr. Anna Spitz
Drs. Tim and Kerry Swindle
Mr. David Williams
Bill and Beth Woodin

To support PSI please contact Amy Hartmann-Gordon at 520-331-6974, amyhg@psi.edu or make a donation by visiting www.psi.edu. Thank you/
Copyright © 2011 by Planetary Science Institute
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Friends of PSI Event:
MESSENGER Mission enters into orbit
around Mercury
Friends aiPSIhad a unique opportunity to experience an insider's view of

the MESSENGER spacecraft as it entered into Mercury orbit, March 17.
About 30 people attended the event at
PSI's Tucson headquarters and followed along as the spacecraft slowed
its speed to insert flawlessly into
Mercury's orbit. Three MESSEN-

Faith Vilas discusses her role in
studying the data that the MESSENGER spacecraft will be sending now
that it has begun to orbit Mercury.

GER science team members, PSI
scientists Deborah Domingue
Lorin, William Feldman and Faith
Vilas spoke about their roles in The group went out to the night sky to
the ~ission and answered ques- vhiew Mercurhy, a bright, tiny speck on
t e western orzzon.
tions from the audience.
The crowd also enjoyed a trip outdoors to
view Mercury, the planet closest to the
sun, on the western horizon. The MESSENGER spacecraft however; was not
visible to the naked eye.
PSI CEO and Director Mark Sykes, Tom
Beal, reporter with the Arizona Daily Star,
and PSI Friend Al Anzaldua listened to
presentations by PSI's MESSENGER science team.
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The Planetary Science Institute wishes to thank our new and
renewing Friends of PSI for supporting planetary exploration as
well as our educational programs here on Earth.
January 1,2011 to February 28, 2011:

NEW FRIENDS of PSI
Mrs. Diana Alexander and Mr. Joe Alexander
Dr. Kunegunda Belle
Dr. Michael Belton
Mrs. Anna Belton
Ms. Betsy Bolding
Mr. Paul Capp
Mr. W. Mark Clark
Ms. Debbie Coyle
Mr. Guy Ferstl
Ms. Anne Hoff
Dr. Keith Hege and Mrs. Elizabeth M. Hege
Mr. Stephen Hopkins
Ms. Katherine Kortenkamp
Dr. C. Darrell Lane and Mrs. Sandra C. Lane
Ms. Shirley Laughlin
Mr. Rodney Petersen
Ms. Laura Pitman
Mr. Luther Propst
Mr. Benj amin Smith
Dr. Peter Smith and Mrs. Dana Smith
Ms. Kimberly Sooter
Mr. Randy Sooter
Dr. Anna Spitz
Mr. John Strandquist and Mrs. Mary Strandquist
Drs. Tim and Kerry Swindle
Ms. Joy V'Marie
Dr. Ewen Whitaker and Mrs. Beryl Whitaker
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Thank you to our event sponsor:

~~

Thank you to our table sponsors:
AT&T
CDW
CODAC Behavioral Health
National Bank of Arizona
Raytheon Missile Systems
Dr. William Hartmann and Mrs. Gayle Hartmann
Dr. Tim Hunter and Mrs. Carol Hunter
Dr. Mark Sykes and Ms. Marilyn Guengerich

Thank you to our silent auction donors:
Arizona Opera
Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
Baggin's
The Bamboo Club
Barnes and Noble Books
Blaine Reed Meteorites
Downtown Kitchen + Cocktails
Joseph Gordon
Guadalaj ara Grill
William and Gayle Hartmann

Candace Kohl
Stephen Kortenkamp
Nova Space Art
Rincon Market
Romano's Macaroni Grill
Rosa's Mexican Food
Ken Scoville
Trader Joe's
Westward Look Resort
Zachary's Pizza
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